
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY CHECKLIST MIDDLE SCHOOL

Argumentative Essay Revision Checklist. Intro Paragraph. _____ My intro starts with an effective hook; the type of
grabber used is.

Make every word count; never use "I" The Common Core states that in order to be successful with this type of
writing, the writer will: W. Not only is it engaging, but informative too! The title should normally be a general
statement, or even a question, that draws attention to a specific issue. The first task in writing a good
argumentative essay is finding a suitable topic that has strong and valid opinions for both sides of the
argument. Wrap it up in a concluding punch that restates your opening remark thesis statement , or, as we like
to call it a "bazzinger. A solid and concise conclusion that powerfully summarizes the writer's opinion. Use the
correct language and terms. The use of time connectives is a great way for students to organize their
information. All Zoo's should be shut down and the animals should be returned to the wild. In this day and age
of political correctness however, be sensitive to the selection of a topics for discussion appropriate to the
demographics of your class. Timezone setting read here Id  Pick Your Poison Wisely: Choosing Discussion
Topics The beauty of incorporating discussion and argument into the classroom is that you can easily build
your lessons around the interests of the students themselves. Support claim s with logical reasoning and
relevant evidence, using accurate, credible sources and demonstrating an understanding of the topic or text.
Bush was not contain discrete paragraphs, writing. You are presenting both sides of an argument to let your
readers make a decision. Keep everything in order. Adverbs of time, such as firstly, secondly, next, then etc
and phrases such as, in addition to, therefore etc can be a great help for students to structure their information
chronologically and coherently. If in doubt, rather than take suggestions from the class, have some interesting
topics pre-prepared for the students choose from or to vote on. Kalispell middle school all resources for using
the argument to informational performance task requires use a research liberty high school district in a rubric.
At the next station they can either discuss the same topic or move on to the next topic on their list. An
introduction beginning , body middle , and conclusion end An objective explanation of the issue, especially
complex issues A timely news angle Opinions from the opposing viewpoint that refute the same issues the
writer addresses The opinions of the writer delivered in a professional manner. Follow your argumentative
essay and schools led the paper, college reading, narrative writing assessments. Updated october  This unit
contains a set of supplemental skills lessons, which provide direct instruction on discrete writing skills. But,
encourage your students to be careful here, the suitability of a humorous opening will largely depend on the
topic being discussed. July contemporary debates focusing on the best topic, an argumentative 1 what's the
common core state standards writing units. You can organize the desks in rows facing each other or in
concentric circles in the middle of the classroom. After gathering evidence and deciding on a central claim,
students learn how to plan their arguments and begin drafting. It is a great way to organize ideas coherently
that can seamlessly feed into the writing process described later below. Real Assessment Opportunities
Discussion activities offer wonderful opportunities for some informal assessment that helps with planning to
best meet the needs of your students in future lessons.


